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Dr. Norman Lamprecht, Executive Manager of the National Association 
of Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) as well as the 
Automotive Industry Export Council (AIEC) released his 2019 Automotive 
Export Manual publication, which he produces annually on behalf of the 
AIEC, recently. He highlighted that several new records on the industry’s 
export side compensated to a large extent for the decline in the domestic new 
vehicle market in 2018.

In 2018, the value of vehicle and automotive component exports reached 
a record R178,8 billion to a record 155 export destinations. This excellent 
performance could mainly be attributed to the record 351 139 left- and 
right-hand drive vehicle exports with a record export value of R127,5 billion. 
Automotive component exports also increased by 2% from the R50,3 billion 
in 2017 to R51,3 billion in 2018. The export value to 25 of the 155 destinations 
more than doubled on a year-on-year basis. Motor industry exports comprised 
a substantial 14,3% of total South African exports in 2018. Total automotive 
revenue in the ambit of the automotive business sphere in South Africa, which 
includes new and used vehicle sales, parts sales as well as repairs, amounted to 
R503 billion in 2018.

continued on page 2 

Top 10 destinations for light vehicles (passenger cars and 
light commercial vehicles) exported – 2014 to 2018

Country 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Total (R billion) 66,3 98,0 114,0 110,9 123,2

Ranking of exporters 
Number 1 to Number 5

Toyota
BMW
VW

Ford
MBSA

MBSA
VW

BMW
Ford

Toyota

MBSA
VW

BMW
Ford

Toyota

MBSA
VW

Ford
BMW

Toyota

MBSA
VW

Ford
Toyota
BMW

UK 61 073 104 098 110 356 98 358 119 578

Japan 25 097 15 828 33 296 42 492 44 027

Germany 9 337 9 915 12 297 10 423 25 513

France 13 558 16 130 19 204 19 055 23 400

Australia 13 100 21 197 21 446 23 336 21 594

USA 42 319 48 899 47 627 40 414 11 440

Spain 3 351 4 541 3 895 5 770 10 833

Italy 1 403 2 892 6 238 5 088 8 870

Belgium 4 788 8 772 8 116 6 902 6 338

Poland 981 947 5 188 5 285 5 425

Other 100 515 99 506 76 103 79 982 72 985

Total (units) 275 522 332 725 343 766 337 105 350 003

Light vehicle production 533 650 583 883 571 791 574 075 582 183

% of production exported 51,6% 57,0% 60,1% 58,7% 60,1%

Source: NAAMSA/Lightstone Auto, SARS

Global vehicle production by country – 2017 to 2018

Country

Total units 
produced

Total units 
produced Passenger 

cars
Commercial 

vehicles
2017 2018

1. China 29 015 434 27 809 196 23 709 782 4 099 414

2. USA 11 189 985 11 314 705 2 795 971 8 518 734

3. Japan 9 690 674 9 728 528 8 358 220 1 370 308

4. India 4 792 231 5 174 645 4 064 774 1 109 871

5. Germany 5 645 584 5 120 409 5 120 409 0

6. Mexico 4 094 832 4 100 525 1 575 808 2 524 717

7. South Korea 4 114 913 4 028 834 3 661 730 367 104

8. Brazil 2 736 802 2 879 809 2 386 758 493 051

9. Spain 2 848 317 2 819 565 2 267 396 552 169

10. France 2 226 000 2 270 000 1 763 000 507 000

11. Thailand 1 988 823 2 167 694 877 015 1 290 679

12. Canada 2 194 003 2 020 840 655 896 1 364 944

13. Russia 1 551 909 1 767 674 1 563 572 204 102

14. UK 1 749 385 1 604 328 1 519 440 84 888

15. Turkey 1 695 731 1 550 150 1 026 461 523 689

16. Czech Republic 1 305 865 1 345 041 1 345 041 0

17. Indonesia 1 218 106 1 343 714 1 055 774 287 940

18. Slovakia 1 032 445 1 090 000 1 090 000 0

19. Italy 1 142 210 1 060 068 670 932 389 136

20. Iran 1 515 396 1 095 526 1 027 313 68 213

21. Poland 689 783 659 646 451 600 208 046

22. South Africa 601 338 610 854 321 097 289 757

Global 96 671 427 95 634 593 70 678 747 24 926 233

Source: Lightstone Auto/NAAMSA, OICA
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As the largest manufacturing sector in the country’s 
economy, vehicle and component production accounted 
for 29,9% of South Africa’s manufacturing output in 2018. 
The broader automotive industry’s contribution to the GDP 
again comprised a significant 6,8% (4,3% manufacturing 
and 2,5% retail). Lamprecht said that the motor industry 
in South Africa continues to reflect how automotive policy 
and foreign direct investment combine to positively benefit 
the country’s economy.

The domestic automotive industry’s top export 
markets in value terms in 2018 were Germany, with 
R57,6 billion (the first time the export value to a single 
country exceeded the R50 billion level), followed by 
Japan and Thailand. The UK, with 119 578 vehicles, was 
South Africa’s top destination for vehicle exports in 2018. 
Mercedes-Benz, with its C-class, continued to be the 
pace-setter in terms of vehicles exported in 2018. The 
high-value, logistics-friendly catalytic converters, with an 
export value of R19,2 billion, remained the most popular 
component exported followed by engines and engine 
parts and tyres.

The trade arrangements that South Africa enjoys with 
the European Union (EU), allowing for duty free vehicle 
and automotive component exports to the 28 countries in 
the region, as well as the AGOA trade arrangement with the 
USA, enhanced exports to those countries. The EU, with 
exports of R105,2 billion, or 58,8% of the total export value 

of R178,8 billion, was the domestic automotive industry’s 
main export region in 2018. Africa was the industry’s 
second largest export region with an export value of R31,69 
billion, or 17,7% of the industry’s total export value. Vehicle 
exports to 33 African countries increased from 21 847 units 
in 2017 to 23 988 units in 2018. Africa remains a priority 
focus for the South African automotive industry given 
the huge potential of the continent with a population of 
1,29 million and a low motorisation rate at 42 per 1 000 
persons, compared to the global average of 180 vehicles per 
1 000 persons. Regional integration in Africa could unlock 
many opportunities for South Africa. The elimination of 
trade barriers as well as possible partnerships with other 
countries in Africa interested in developing their motor 
industries would provide opportunities of mutual benefit 
for the domestic automotive industry.

On the import side the top country of origin for 
vehicle imports in 2018 was India, with 98 586 units, or 
33,8% of total passenger car and light commercial vehicles 
imported. India’s profile is suited to produce small cars, 
which dominate its domestic market. Volkswagen’s Polo 
Vivo is the only vehicle in this segment manufactured in 
South Africa. The value of vehicle imports from Germany, 
which included the premium brands, however, was 
almost double of those imported from India. According 
to Lamprecht only one or two selected high volume 
models are manufactured by each vehicle manufacturer in 
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MONTHLY SALES STATISTICS

The growing amount of advertising in AutoLive has made it necessary to relocate the four pages 
of detailed monthly vehicle sales analysis to the website www.autolive.co.za.

CLICK HERE to access
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1.  Germany 
R57 614.3

2.  United Kingdom 
R17 170.1

3.  Belgium 
R11 537 3

4.  Japan 
R9 429.6

5.  United States 
R9 304.7

6.  Spain 
R7 913.9

7.  Namibia 
R6 682.4

8.  Botswana 
R4 828.90

9.  Australia 
R4 142.7

10.  South Korea 
R3 492.7

South African automotive industry’s top export destinations – 2018 (R million)
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Editor’s Note
If you’re a glass-half-
empty kind of person you 
will undoubtedly be alarmed 
at the thought that the first 
six months of 2019 are down 
the tubes. Time flies when 
you’re having fun or – in the 
case of the local automotive 
and related industries – just 
managing to hang in there.

Seeing that AutoLive is a glass-half-full kind of publica-
tion, we prefer to see the remaining six months of the year as 
an opportunity to do better.

There are many factors fueling our positive outlook. The 
first is the recently released 2019 Automotive Export Manual, 
which highlighted several new records on the industry’s 
export side.

In 2018, the value of vehicle and automotive component 
exports reached a record R178,8 billion to a record 155 export 
destinations. Automotive component exports also increased 
by 2% from the R50,3 billion in 2017 to R51,3 billion in 2018.

The annual National Automobile Dealers’ Association 
(NADA) Dealer Satisfaction Index Survey Awards took place 
recently. The results saw an upward shift from many of last 
year’s bronze award winners to silver, and from silver award 
winner to gold, clearly demonstrating the strengthening of 
relationships between dealers and OEMs. In addition, this 
year saw two Platinum Awards being presented, where last 
year there were none.

More good news is that entries are open for 
Automechanika Johannesburg’s 2019 Innovation Awards. 
Winning products will receive winning treatment at the 
automotive aftermarket’s event of the year, to be held from 
September 18 to 21, at the National Exhibition Centre, 
Nasrec. The aim of the awards is to uncover products that 
are deemed to set benchmarks in South Africa’s automotive 
aftermarket. Full details on how to enter can be found on 
page 11 of this issue of AutoLive.

It is always heartening to see how seriously the motor 
industry takes its social responsibility, Isuzu and Volkswagen 
being but two prime examples of the commitment to uplift-
ment and empowerment of South Africa’s citizens. You can 
read all about it here.

Giving you even more to look forward to we give an 
overview of some of the events coming up on the local 
motoring and related calendar, ranging from motorsport 
to conferences.

Lastly – and still on a positive note – a hearty thank 
you to all our readers for the feedback and compliments we 
receive on a continual basis. It is always good to hear that 
we’re still on track as South Africa’s leading source of news 
and information on all aspects of the motor industry.

Liana Reiners,
Editor
liana@autolive.co.za

To advertise in 
 contact

Liana Reiners on 083 407 4600 or email on 
liana@autolive.co.za

South Africa, linked to export contracts to 
obtain economies of scale benefits, coupled 
with imports of low volume models. The 
domestic model mix is thus arranged 
to provide the most effective marketing 
combination of domestically manufactured 
and imported models to satisfy a consumer-
driven market.

Consumers demand access to the latest 
models and technologies on the market 
and vehicle companies have to deliver. The 
trading environment in South Africa is 
extremely competitive and in 2018 offered 
no fewer than 49 passenger car brands and 
3 716 model derivatives, the widest choice 
to market-size ratio anywhere in the world. 
Similarly in the light commercial vehicle 
segment there were 30 brands with 656 
model derivatives for consumers to select 
from. The Toyota Hilux remained the most 
popular vehicle sold in the South African 
market in 2018, with sales of 40 022 units.

Imports of original equipment com-
ponents used to manufacture the vehicles 
amounted to R97,8 billion in line with new 
model launches and higher year-on-year 
vehicle production in the country. Germany, 
Thailand and Japan represented the main 
countries of origin for these components. 
Capital intensive and complex components 
such as engines, gear boxes and electronic 
interior components are mainly imported 
where the relatively low volumes make 
the projects not economically viable at 
present in the domestic market. Global 
sourcing principles apply, which means 
that every vehicle manufacturer sources a 
specific component from a specific globally 
recognisable brand supplier. The move-
ment of the rand remained relatively stable 
against major currencies in 2018. The rand 
exchange rate, however, reacts differently to 
different countries and also at an individual 
company level, depending on the particular 
firm’s exposure to imports and exports.

Although South Africa’s automotive 
industry is significant in the context of 
the country’s economy and also in Africa, 
accounting for 54,3% of the continent’s 
vehicle production in 2018, the industry 
remains relatively small in a global context. 
South Africa, with production of 610 854 

units was ranked 22nd in respect of global 
vehicle manufacturing with a market share 
of 0,64% in 2018. Lamprecht said that 
domestically and internationally there 
are many challenges the industry has to 
confront on a daily basis. Trade tensions 
between the world’s largest economies at 
present create uncertainty and have a direct 
as well as indirect impact on the domestic 
automotive industry. Currency volatility, 
increased protectionism as well as fiercer 
competition in export markets are examples 
of such impact.

Lamprecht said that the South African 
government attaches high importance to 
the significant role that the automotive 
industry plays in the country’s economy and 
confirmed this with the announcement of 
the South African Automotive Masterplan 
(SAAM) 2021-2035 which will support the 
industry over the next two decades. He 
said that the SAAM creates the framework 
to secure even higher levels of vehicle and 
automotive component production, invest-
ments, employment and transformation in 
the industry. According to Lamprecht the 
future is paved with numerous potential 
opportunities in support of the further 
long-term growth and development of the 
automotive industry in South Africa. ■

Dr. Norman Lamprecht, Executive 
Manager of the National Association 
of Automobile Manufacturers of South 
Africa (NAAMSA) as well as the 
Automotive Industry Export Council 
(AIEC).
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new Vehicle sales and exports 
follow sa economy into doldrums

It seems the slight upturn in sales and booming vehicle exports in 
April were just a blip on the screen and in May both sales and exports 
went into a decline, in line with the general economy and confidence 
levels in South Africa.

There was a lot of confidence that post-election the economy 
would stabilise and grow, but this does not seem to be happening as 
the rand weakens and controversy surrounds the future of the Reserve 
Bank, as well as the ongoing revelations of fraud, corruption and a 
distinct shortage of corporate governance.

Domestic sales of 40 506 units reflected a drop of 5.7% from 
the 42 950 units sold in May last year. Export sales slumped 8.8% to 
29 850 units.

Overall, out of the total reported industry sales for May an esti-
mated 87.7% were sold through the retail dealers, while 5.8% went to 
the vehicle rental industry (7.9% in May 2018), 3.6% to motor industry 
corporate fleets and 2.9% to government.

Passenger car sales declined 1.4%, while sales of light commer-
cials tumbled 13% from the corresponding month last year. Medium 
commercials were marginally better with sales 0.3% higher, while 
heavy truck and bus sales were 14.7% lower.

Total new vehicle sales managed to break through the 200 000-
unit barrier in May, although the figure of 211 749 was 4.1% below the 
220 747 units sold in the first five months of 2018.

According to NAAMSA demand for new vehicles is likely to re-
main under pressure in the coming months with numerous constrain-
ing factors. The ABSA Purchasing Managers’ Index decreased from 47.2 
points in April 2019 to 45.4 last month which does not bode well for a 
recovery in activity in the manufacturing sector. Lower consumer and 
business confidence levels, pressure on household disposable income, 
and a slowdown in the global economy are further worrying trends.

However, NAAMSA still expects a better sales performance in the 
second half of the year with exports of built-up vehicles expected to 
remain strong which will benefit production levels.

WesBank’s View

“We had warned against hopes of a major turnaround last month,” 
said Ghana Msibi, WesBank Executive Head of Motor. “May sales 
returned to a picture more representative of the rest of the year. 
Dealers continued their swings-and-roundabouts experience, scoring 
on passenger cars and losing on LCVs.

“Household incomes remain under pressure. Consider that fuel 
price inflation, year-on-year, is 9.2%, while WesBank’s average deal 
size for new vehicles has increased more in line with official inflation 
at 4.8%. The difference in fuel price since January this year is as much 
as R2.69 a litre for 93 unleaded, which gives a real sense of how much 
further salaries have to go,” Msibi added. ■

According to NAAMSA demand for new vehicles is likely 
to remain under pressure in the coming months with 
numerous constraining factors. The ABSA Purchasing 
Managers’ Index decreased from 47.2 points in April 
2019 to 45.4 last month which does not bode well for a 
recovery in activity in the manufacturing sector.

http://www.autolive.co.za
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Built-up Vehicle exports into africa stagnating
The long-awaited boom in exports of built-up 
vehicles from South Africa into the rest of Africa is 
not happening. Comparing exports for the first five 
months of 2019 with the figures for 2018 and 2017 
we see virtual stagnation with 9 689, 9 261 and 
9 259 units for the same period in these three years, 
which is not good for an industry that is having to 
cope with a sluggish domestic market too.

Toyota retains its long-running dominance in 
Africa with exports of 4 066 units between January 
and the end of May, which equated to 42% of South 
Africa’s units shipped, and was a slight improve-
ment on the 3 623 units shipped in the same period 

a year ago. Nissan was in its perennial runner-up 
position with 2 757 units shipped in the period, 
compared to 2 561 units a year ago.

Isuzu, which shipped 1 165 units in the first 
five months or 2019, and Ford, which exported 
only 639 units into Africa both fared worse than 
a year previously when their figures were 1 267 
and 1 023 units respectively. Volkswagen weighed 
in with 249 units, all of which went to the island 
of Reunion.

Kenya (1 369 units) overtook Ghana (1 200) 
as the best destination for SA-built vehicles. The 
only other African countries to take 500 or more 

vehicles from SA were: Zambia (997), Zimbabwe 
(735), Mozambique (720) and Nigeria (500).

Total exports of 2 003 units into other African 
countries in the month of May were slightly down on 
the 2 066 units exported in the same month in 2018. 
Toyota, with 915 units was the biggest contributor 
and improved on its 2018 performance by 41%, with 
Nissan exporting 447 units, Isuzu 241, and Ford 139.

Only four countries took 200 or more units, 
being Ghana (355), Zimbabwe (234), Zambia (210) 
and Mozambique (201), with Kenya slipping down 
the list with 180 units received, compared to 250 a 
year previously. ■

Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

peugeot citroën to increase its 
footprint in the namibian Region
Peugeot Citroën South Africa are embarking on a strategy 
for growth by joining forces with a new and well-known 
investor in the Namibian region.

“Our aim is to focus on developing our brand by 
expanding our footprint in Namibia, increasing our range 
of products and delivering improved customer service 
and support,” said Xavier Gobille, MD of Peugeot Citroën 
South Africa.

“Peugeot Citroën South Africa (Pty) Ltd, which 
already has a presence in Namibia, will be partnering with 
a new investor, to be announced soon. This will allow us to 
expand our retail presence and target new and  untapped 
opportunities in the region. Our partnership with the new 
investor will give us the opportunity of offering a complete 
range of Peugeot products, and an improved level of after 
sales service and maintenance” Gobille said.

“We value all the support of the customers that have 
remained loyal to the brand over the years and would like to 
assure them that service, repair and maintenance obligations 
will be honoured by the new investor.”

The supply of parts will continue as per normal. All 
service, repair and maintenance obligations will be carried 
out by Peugeot Citroën South Africa (Pty) Ltd at a new, 
alternative site.

Regarding the future of the two French brands in 
Namibia, Peugeot Citroën South Africa (Pty) Ltd remains 
committed to its customers. “The new investor has a larger 
footprint in the region,” said Mehdi Mokrane, head of Dealer 
Network Development, Customer Quality and Training. 
“Thus we look forward to a long lasting and beneficial 
relationship and believe that together we will take the Peugeot 
Citroën brands to new heights in the Namibian region.” ■

Xavier Gobille, MD of Peugeot 
Citroën South Africa.
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Snippets

Toyota Remains Most 
Valuable Brand

Toyota has retained its position as the most 
valuable car brand in the world, according to a 
recent survey, BrandZ Top 100 Most Valuable 
Global Brands 2019, a study conducted by Kantar 
Millward Brown of the US.

Only three car makers finished in the Top 100 
global brand list, down from five in 2018 and six in 
2017. The only other car brands besides Toyota to 
make it onto the Top 100 list were Mercedes-Benz 
and BMW. Ford and Honda dropped out after 
making the top 100 last year.

Toyota has been No. 1 for 12 of the 14 years in 
which the study has been carried out. In the years 
it didn’t finish first – 2010 and 2012 – it was placed 
second among car brands. Toyota placed 41st on the 
Global Top 100 list, which was three places lower 
than last year.

Mercedes-Benz and BMW placed 54th and 
55th in the Top 100, both dropping nine places 
from their positions a year ago. The rankings of 
the other car companies making up the Top 10 of 
the automotive industry were: 4, Honda; 5, Ford; 
6, Nissan; 7, Tesla; 8, Audi; 9, Volkswagen; 10, 
Porsche. (Volkswagen was the only brand in the 
automotive Top 10 to improve its valuation in the 
past year, rising 12 per cent).

Car companies overall lost brand value 
over the past year because their business model 
resonates less with consumers compared with 
digital companies such as Amazon (No. 1 in this 
year’s Top 100 list), Apple, Google, and Microsoft, 
who filled the top four positions overall.

One aspect of the survey where car companies 
do badly is how much consumers “love” a brand. “I 
think there is an element of people not really loving 
cars anymore,” said Graham Staplehurst, Global 
BrandZ Strategy Director in an interview with 
Automotive News.

The degree of love for car brands differs from 
region to region, with South Americans appearing 

to love their car brands most, specially Toyota 
and Chevrolet, while Indians love Maruti-Suzuki. 
Toyota gets the most top scores on the “love 
index” – in seven countries, including United 
States – followed by Audi with six countries, all 
in Europe. ■

Big Boost for Moroccan 
Automotive Industry

French vehicle maker Peugeot Citroën (PSA) has 
opened a new plant in a Free Trade Zone near 
Rabat, providing a big boost to the Moroccan 
industry which is chasing South Africa for 
leadership among vehicle manufacturing 
countries in Africa. The plant, built at a cost of 
US$630 000, will produce 100 000 units in 2020 
and aims to double this annual output by 2023. 
PSA’s investment has resulted in 27 component 
manufactures setting up plants in close proximity 
to its manufacturing plant.

Last year Morocco produced 402 000 units 
compared to South Africa’s 610 514 units. This 
North African country, which is close to Europe, 
also has Renault and Chinese BYD factories 
focussed on exports. ■

FCA Withdraws Merger 
Proposal to Groupe Renault

The Board of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles earlier this 
month resolved to withdraw with immediate effect 
its merger proposal made to Groupe Renault.

FCA remains firmly convinced of the compel-
ling, transformational rationale of a proposal that 
has been widely appreciated since it was submitted, 
the structure and terms of which were carefully 
balanced to deliver substantial benefits to all par-
ties. However it has become clear that the political 
conditions in France do not currently exist for such 
a combination to proceed successfully.

FCA expressed its sincere thanks to Groupe 
Renault, in particular to its Chairman and its Chief 
Executive Officer, and also to the Alliance partners 
at Nissan Motor Company and Mitsubishi Motors 
Corporation, for their constructive engagement 
on all aspects of the proposal. The company 
also committed to continuing to deliver on its 
commitments through the implementation of its 
independent strategy. ■

Supra Sell-out

Toyota Australia sold out its first allocation of 
150 of its flagship Supra sports cars in just 22 
minutes after opening an online order book last 
Wednesday. The first 100 cars were snatched up in 
only seven minutes! The next round of ordering 
will be on July 17, with an expected 100 more cars 
up for grabs, according to GoAuto, the Australian 
e-zine. Toyota Australia’s first-year allocation is 
380 units. The latest Supra is due to arrive in South 
Africa in September.

Meanwhile Akio Toyoda, the President of 
Toyota Motor Corporation, took part in the Supra’s 
racing debut when he was one of four drivers who 
took turns behind the wheel of a Supra in the 
24-hour Nürburgring race at the weekend. The 
president, a keen motorsport enthusiast and active 
driver, used the non-de-plume “Morizo” to protect 
his identity. His team came a very credible 41st in 
the gruelling race which attracted an entry of 160 
cars from 22 manufacturers. ■
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Awards & Accolades

Mahindra celebrates 
with its dealers

Mahindra Groblersdal, 
Mahindra Witbank and 
Mahindra Midrand won 
the Mahindra Dealer 
of the Year Awards 
2018/19 for the small, 
medium and large dealer 
categories respectively. 
They received their cash 
prizes and trophies at 
a gala dinner earlier 
this month.

Mahindra welcomed 
guests from its more than 60 dealers to the event that recognised the best 
dealers in the sales, aftersales, accessories, Mahindra Finance and customer 

service categories. 
It also introduced a 
special Delight Award 
to emphasise its 
core ethos of cus-
tomer centricity and 
recognised Mahindra 
Bloemfontein for 
their particular 
focus on delighting 
their customers. ■

Top audi dealers Recognised
The annual Audi Silver Arrow Awards is a dealer incentive and 
awards programme that recognises outstanding performance 
in the South African Audi Dealer Network. The awards rec-
ognise top performers within the areas of Sales, Service, Parts 
and Accessories and Audi Financial Services. It also credits 
the best performing franchised Dealer groups and presents the 
prestigious Audi Dealer of the Year award as well.

The black-tie event was held recently and a total of 41 
awards in 8 categories were awarded on the evening. The 
deserving winners will be treated to an international trip which 
takes place later in the year.

Audi Centre Arcadia, who is part of the McCarthy Group, 
received the coveted award as the Audi Dealer of the Year 
for 2019. This is the second consecutive win for Audi Centre 
Arcadia. In addition, the McCarthy Group also walked away 
with the macro Dealer Group of the Year award, with three of 
its Audi Dealerships (Audi Centre Arcadia; Audi Centre West 
Rand; and Audi Centre Menlyn) taking the top three positions for Dealer of the Year.

The Hatfield Group held onto the award of micro Dealer Group of the Year.
Within the other awards categories, the business disciplines of Sales, Service, Pre-owned, Parts 

and Accessories and Audi Finance Services were also recognised. Around 39 managers and executives 
within the Audi Dealer Network received awards in the various categories. ■

Mahindra Midrand and their prize.

Jaguar land Rover 
awards Top dealers
Jaguar Land Rover South Africa honoured its top performing dealers at its 
annual Retailer of the Year last month. The awards recognise the efforts of 
the individuals and businesses representing Jaguar and Land Rover’s two 
iconic brands over the past year.

In addition to sales performance, scorecards also include factors that 
directly impact the customer experience. These include process adher-
ence, progress through training programmes, results of standards audits 
and feedback from customers. The grand prize – the Retailer of the Year 
award – recognises the combined overall performance across all depart-
ments at the winning retailer. ■

FULL LIST OF 2018 JAGUAR LAND ROVER 
DEALER AWARDS AND WINNERS

AWARD WINNER 

Financial Services Retailer Award Land Rover Rustenburg

Customer Services Retailer Award Jaguar Land Rover Polokwane

Accessory Retailer Award Jaguar Land Rover East Rand

Marketing Retailer Award Jaguar Land Rover Hillcrest

Sales Retailer Award Jaguar Land Rover Pietermaritzburg

Sales Volume Retailer Award Jaguar Land Rover Sandton

Approved Pre-Owned Retailer Award Jaguar Land Rover Sandton

Retailer of The Year Jaguar Land Rover Hillcrest

From left to right: Trevor Hill 
(Head of Audi South Africa), 
Phillip Clough (Franchise Director 
of McCarthy Group & Dealer 
Principal of Audi Centre Arcadia) 
and Wessel Stadtlander (Audi 
Financial Services).

SALES AWARDS

SMALL DEALER

Bronze
Mahindra Randfontein & Mahindra 
Springs

Silver Mahindra Bethal

Gold Mahindra Heidelberg

MEDIUM DEALER

Bronze Mahindra Benoni

Silver Mahindra Vaal

Gold Mahindra East Rand

LARGE DEALER

Bronze Mahindra Centurion

Silver Mahindra West Rand

Gold Mahindra Bloemfontein

AFTER SALES SERVICE DEALER AWARDS

SMALL DEALER 

Bronze Mahindra Louis Trichardt

Silver Mahindra Randfontein

Gold Mahindra Brits

MEDIUM DEALER

Bronze Mahindra Vaal & Mahindra Rivonia

Silver Mahindra Middelburg

Gold Mahindra Witbank

LARGE DEALER

Bronze Mahindra Centurion

Silver Mahindra Montana

Gold Mahindra Midrand

GLOBAL TEkFEST INTERNATIONAL 
SERVICE ADVISOR AWARD

Jeremy King Mahindra Burgersdorp

MAHINDRA FINANCE DEALER 
OF THE YEAR AWARD

Bronze Mahindra Montana

Silver Mahindra Randfontein

Gold Mahindra Bloemfontein

DELIGHT AWARDS

Delight Award Mahindra Bloemfontein

DEALER OF THE YEAR AWARD

Small Dealer Mahindra Groblersdal

Medium Dealer Mahindra Witbank

Large Dealer Mahindra Midrand
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annual dealer satisfaction index awards
The annual National Automobile Dealers’ 
Association (NADA) Dealer Satisfaction Index 
Survey Awards took place earlier this month in 
Gauteng. NADA, which represents franchised 
passenger and commercial vehicle retailers in South 
Africa, brought under one roof dealers, manufactur-
ers and significant industry stakeholders to the event.

The NADA DSI survey, which marks its 24th 
anniversary this year, is carried out annually to 
monitor the health of the relationship between 
dealers and their respective manufacturers. It 
provides the dealer body with a platform to provide 
manufacturers and importers with robust feedback. 
Over the years, the outcomes of the survey have been 
used by dealer councils and manufacturers as an ef-
fective management tool to address areas of concern 
and improve service delivery throughout the entire 
value chain to the ultimate benefit of the consumer.

“Dealers and OEMs are both faced with 
industry and business challenges alike and the 
survey forms a vital link in the relationship between 
the two parties in opening up channels of dialogue. 
It is encouraging to see that, over the past 24 years, 
the NADA dealer survey has become a reliable and 
respected tool to identify any potential issues affect-
ing the working relationship between retailers and 

respective manufacturers,” said Mark Dommisse, 
Chairperson of NADA

“This year, we listened to our dealers’ input 
and changed some of the questions in the survey, 
in order to focus on the things that dealers notice 
and find important. Even with the changes, the 
purpose of the study remains the same.

“The results saw an upward shift from many of 
last year’s bronze award winners to silver, and from 
silver award winner to gold, clearly demonstrating 
the strengthening of relationships between dealers 
and OEMs. In addition, this year saw two Platinum 
Awards being presented, where last year there were 
none,” Dommisse added.

The results for the awards are calculated from 
a scorecard with respective questions given various 
weightings. Bronze winners score between 65 and 
69.9 points, Silver between 70 and 74.9, and Gold 
between 75 and 84.9. Platinum winners score 
greater than 85 points.

Toyota South Africa won two Platinum Awards 
this year following outstanding ratings in both 
Passenger/LCV and Commercial Vehicle categories. 
The Most Improved Passenger/LCV Award went 
to GWM, which went from Silver to Gold this year 
with an overall improvement of 9.2 points.

Most improved Commercial Vehicle OEM 
award went to Tata Commercial Vehicles, showing 
an upward movement of 7.5 points that catapulted 
them from a Bronze to Silver this year. ■

Summary of results:

Passenger/ LCV

Award Manufacturer or Importer

Most Improved GWM

Platinum
Toyota Motor Company of South 
Africa

Gold

Mercedes-Benz,Hyundai, Mazda, 
Mini, Lexus, Volvo, Kia, Haval, 
Datsun, Suzuki, Mahindra, Ford, 
BMW, Renault, Volkswagen

Silver
Nissan, GWM, Audi, Subaru, Isuzu, 
Mitsubishi

Bronze Opel

Commercial Vehicles

Award Manufacturer or Importer

Most Improved Tata Commercial Vehicles

Platinum Hino

Gold UD Trucks

Silver
Mercedes-Benz Trucks, Fuso, Tata 
Commercial Vehicles

Bronze FAW, Isuzu Trucks, MAN

People

Ford Appoints New Communications Manager

Ford Motor Company recently announced that 
Minesh Bhagaloo has been appointed General 
Manager Communications for Ford Motor 
Company in South Africa, effective 1 June 2019.

Bhagaloo has been Product Communications 
Manager since joining Ford in January 2015, and 
took over responsibility for the Communications 
Department on an interim basis in March 2019, 
after Rella Bernardes moved to Ford of Europe.

In his new position, Bhagaloo will report to Katie Dove, General 
Manager Communications, Ford Middle East and Africa and Neale Hill, 
Managing Director for South Africa.

“We congratulate Minesh on his appointment to head up the 
Communications team,” said Neale Hill, MD of Ford Motor Company 
Sub-Saharan Africa Region. “Minesh will continue the efforts of the 
company to focus and align with customers, building on Ford’s aspira-
tion to become the world’s most trusted company – designing smart 
vehicles for a smart world.”

Bhagaloo brings a wealth of industry experience to the role, holding 
a BA Honours degree in Journalism and Media Studies from the 
University of the Witwatersrand, and fueling his passion for all things 
automotive and motorsport-related as a motoring writer for a decade 
prior to joining Ford. ■

Nissan Announces Senior Management Changes in Africa

Earlier this month Nissan announced senior manage-
ment changes in Africa to drive sustainable growth across 
the continent.

Mike Whitfield, previously managing director 
of Nissan South Africa and Sub-Saharan Africa, was 
appointed managing director of Nissan Motor Egypt 
(NMEG). He will also serve as chairman of Nissan in Africa 
South. He will be based in Cairo and his appointment will 
be effective from June 20th.

Whitfield, a former president the National Association 
of Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) 
and vice president of the African Association of 
Automotive Manufacturers (AAAM), joined Nissan in 1981 
as a marketing trainee.

Since then he has held a variety of senior positions in 
the company resulting in his appointment as Nissan SA’s 
managing director in 2008. Under his leadership, Nissan posted a record market 
share in South Africa of over 10% in the last financial year, the highest this century.

Shinkichi Izumi replaces Whitfield as managing director, Nissan South Africa. 
Appointed deputy managing director in 2018, Izumi joined Nissan in 2001 and has 
held various roles in Sales, Marketing and Corporate Planning. Before joining Nissan 
SA last year, he was based in Nissan’s Japanese headquarters working within Nissan’s 
Asia and Oceania region and also has experience within the global Datsun function.

Kohei Maeda, who was appointed managing director of Nissan Motor Egypt 
in April 2018, is leaving the company to pursue other opportunities. ■

Mike Whitfield

Minesh Bhagaloo

Shinkichi Izumi

Awards & Accolades
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ford expansion unleashes new potential for sa
Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa 
(FMCSA) has emerged from a comprehensive 
investment and production expansion programme 
ready to meet the demands of a growing export-
driven business in South Africa.

An investment of R3-billion announced in 
2017 opened up new potential for Ford’s Silverton 
Vehicle Assembly Plant in Pretoria and the 
Struandale Engine Plant in Port Elizabeth.

The Silverton plant now has installed capacity 
to produce up to 168 000 Rangers and Everests per 
year – an increase of 44 000 vehicles prior to the 
expansion, and a substantial 58 000 more than the 
original Ranger production capacity when this 
programme commenced in 2011.

Between 2009 and 2018, Ford invested over 
R11-billion in its local operations, proving its com-
mitment to the local market as a global production 
hub for the Ranger line-up, which is sold locally 
and exported to 148 markets around the world. 
The Everest seven-seater sport utility vehicle (SUV) 
is supplied to markets in Sub-Saharan Africa and 
domestically as the popularity of this segment 
grows rapidly the world over.

“Our Ranger programme has been extremely 

successful, and we produced our 500 000th unit 
in August last year,” said Neale Hill, MD of Ford 
Motor Company of Southern Africa. “The global 
demand for the Ranger continues to grow, and 
the R3-billion additional investment in our local 
operations has enabled us to prepare for an even 
more exciting and dynamic period ahead.

“Export-oriented business is absolutely crucial 
for the long-term sustainability of the automotive 
industry in South Africa, and we are delighted and 
encouraged by our ongoing expansion in the global 
Ford supply chain for the Ranger programme. 
It reaffirms our ability to compete with the best 
plants in the world in terms of production quality 
and efficiency,” Hill adds.

Currently over 400 vehicles are assembled 
at the Silverton plant each day, at a rate of one 
new vehicle every 94 seconds, or approximately 

33 an hour – with higher volumes on the cards 
in line with the expanded production capacity. 
Approximately two thirds of the vehicles assembled 
locally are exported, making it South Africa’s leader 
in light commercial vehicle (LCV) exports. The bal-
ance is sold through Ford’s 133 dealers across South 
Africa, Namibia, Botswana and Swaziland.

While the production expansion is a great 
success story for Ford Motor Company of Southern 
Africa, it is also directly linked to the significant 
role the company plays in both direct and indirect 
employment opportunities locally. Currently Ford 
employs approximately 4 300 people in South 
Africa within its local operations. Additionally, it 
supports around 50 000 jobs within the value chain 
amongst its suppliers.

“As one of the country’s leading automotive 
manufacturers and exporters, Ford plays an 
important role in the prosperity and sustainability 
of the sector and the many thousands of people 
that it supports,” Hill said. “The automotive 
industry is key to job creation in South Africa, and 
the importance of enhancing our global competi-
tiveness and growing our export business cannot 
be understated.” ■

Motor Body Repairers introduce pay Before Release

Members of the South African Motor Body 
Repairers’ Association (SAMBRA) have received 
the green light to officially implement Pay Before 
Release (PBR). PBR has become necessary to 
effectively protect SAMBRA member businesses 
and their cash flow from insurer failure and poor 
payment administration, especially within the 
intermediary space of the insurance industry.

Richard Green, National Director of 
SAMBRA, an organisation representing almost 
1 000 motor body repair businesses across South 
Africa and accounting for over 80% of all insured 
repair claims in the country, spoke out earlier 
this year, saying that motorists generally do not 
deal with a direct insurer but rather take out a 
policy through an ‘intermediary’, most commonly 
referred to as a broker. In these instances, brokers 
and other forms of intermediaries, act on behalf 
of the large insurers to authorise claims, provided 
they have a binder agreement in place with the 
underwriter/insurer. The motor body repair 

(MBR) industry accepts these authorisations and 
completes the work before any payment is received, 
based on the historic trust-based relationships with 
insurer business partners.

Green has regularly highlighted the pressure 
the MBR market is under as a result of increas-
ing non-payment or delayed payment for work 
undertaken. He cited the provisional curatorship 
in November last year of Nzalo as a case in point, 
as well as a number of other examples which 
resulted in SAMBRA members not being paid for 
work authorised in previous years.

According to Green over the last couple of 
months SAMBRA has urgently engaged with SAIA 
and other organisations within the short term 
insurance industry to seek ways and means to 
mitigate the effects of this action. However, to date 
there have been no effective suggestions and/or 
actions taken by the insurance sector and this has 
left the MBRs with no choice but to introduce Pay 
Before Release.

He explained that the practice is not uncom-
mon. All other motor businesses in the sector 
exercise this right. “Until now the MBR sector 
has been the only sector which has not exercised 
this right.”

“Hopefully the impact on consumers will 
be minimal as this will not apply to insurer 

agreements where SAMBRA 
has a signed SLA which 
stipulates payment 
terms,” Green said.

“Consumers need to 
be aware of the situation 
and realise they could 
remain liable for their 
vehicle repairs if their 
insurer does not settle their 
claim. They will be 
required to sign a 
check-in docu-
ment at vehicle 
hand-over which 
contractu-
ally binds the 
vehicle owner 
to the full 
outstanding 
invoice in the 
event that the 
insurer does 
not pay the 
SAMBRA 
member,” 
he con-
cluded. ■

The MBR market is under 
pressure as a result of increasing 
non-payment or delayed payment 
for work undertaken.

Currently over 400 vehicles are 
assembled at the Silverton plant 
each day, at a rate of one new 
vehicle every 94 seconds.

Richard Green, National Director 
of SAMBRA.
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product innovation 
in the spotlight

Entries are open for Automechanika Johannesburg’s 
2019 Innovation Awards. Winning products will 
receive winning treatment at the automotive after-
market’s event of the year, to be held from September 
18 to 21, at the National Exhibition Centre, Nasrec.

Worldwide, product innovation is what 
helps to drive Automechanika’s automotive trade 
fairs – and what better way to celebrate the fact 
in South Africa than by honouring the best of 
the best in a special display at Automechanika 
Johannesburg 2019.

This year’s event serves as a gateway to the 
growing African automotive aftermarket, targeting 
trade visitors from sub-Saharan Africa. It is the 
largest trade fair of its type on the African continent.

Co-located with the Reifen Tyre Show, the 
Futuroad Truck, Bus and Commercial Vehicle 
Expo and Scalex Johannesburg – which focuses on 
logistics and materials handling – Automechanika 
Johannesburg represents four shows in one, 
providing fantastic opportunities for automotive 
companies to showcase the latest and greatest in 
product development.

And that’s where the Innovation Awards 
competition plays a significant role. Its aim is to 
uncover products that are deemed to set bench-
marks in South Africa’s automotive aftermarket, 

utilising Automechanika Johannesburg 2019 as the 
platform to honour the winning items.

Entries will be judged by an independent jury 
of automotive experts who will assess products 
considered ground-breaking from a variety of per-
spectives. They will look to uncover items that are 
innovative and promote efficiency; that hold the 
promise of performing beyond expectation; that 
are of excellent quality and represent good value 
for money; and that bring fresh perspectives to the 
automotive sectors in which they compete.

The jury will be looking for qualities such as 
functionality, practicality, styling, benefits to users, 
environmental friendliness and other perceived 
pioneering qualities.

For the 2019 competition, they will con-
sider entries across a variety of categories: Parts; 
Accessories; Automotive Systems including Driver 
Assistance, Safety and Information Systems; 
Diagnostics; Tuning; Repair and Maintenance; 
Original Equipment Products and Services; IT and 
Management; and Service Station and Car Wash.

Manufacturers, distributers or suppliers of 
products who believe they are on the cutting edge 
in any of these categories should take the time 
to enter the Innovation Awards – the accolades 
are significant. ■

There is no entry fee. Prospective entrants will be invited to submit by 
noon on Wednesday, July 17, photographs and a detailed description 
of any automotive aftermarket or original equipment product they have 
developed, manufactured, imported or distributed in South Africa, which 
they deem worthy of entry into the Automechanika Johannesburg 2019 
Innovation Awards.

Based on the photographs and descriptions – which must include 
information relating to the technical characteristics and relevance of each 
product – jury members will rank each item.

The description of each product must include its country of origin, 
when it was introduced to the South African market, the category of the 
aftermarket in which it competes, as well as the following:

 ■ Perceived innovative quality;
 ■ The solution the product aims to provide;
 ■ Its functionality and user benefits;
 ■ Perceived economic efficiency;
 ■ Safety aspects it promotes;
 ■ Environmental aspects it promotes;
 ■ Its relevance to the automotive sector in which it competes.

From the jury members’ returned scores, products that achieve the highest 
marks on a collective basis will be deemed to be finalists. Representatives 
of the companies whose products have been selected will be asked to 
submit by Wednesday, August 21, two examples of the items for physical 
scrutiny by jury members.

Following physical evaluation, winners will be determined on the 
basis of highest marks scored. Gold, silver and bronze certificates will be 
awarded to the top three products, based on their scores. The remaining 
finalists will receive highly commended certificates.

Organisers of Automechanika Johannesburg 2019 will arrange for 
exhibits of all the finalist products to be highlighted in a special display at 
the show under an Innovation Awards banner. Presentations will be made 
to winners at a prize-giving ceremony which will form part of the trade fair’s 
official opening on September 18.

To enter the Automechanika Johannesburg 2019 Innovation Awards 
Competition, entrants are requested to submit by e-mail on or before the 
closing date (July 17), your product motivations, along with hi-resolution 
pictures of the items at least 1Mb in size.

Entries must be sent to the competition’s convenor, Wynter Murdoch, at 
the following e-mail address: wynter@charmont.co.za.

Each entry must include the e-mail address and telephone number 
of the person responsible for the submission, along with details of the 
company he or she represents.

Names of jury members and the organisations they represent will be 
made public once the panel has been finalised.

If you have any queries or require information regarding Automechanika 
Johannesburg’s Inno vation Awards initiative, please contact Wynter 
Murdoch at 011 782 1070 (office) or 082 453 9794 (mobile) or via e-mail at 
wynter@ charmont.co.za. ■

HOW TO ENTER
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VWsa committed to sa’s youth

Every year on 16 June South Africa commemorates 
the 1976 Soweto uprising to pay tribute to learners 
who stood up against the apartheid government. 
Observed as a public holiday, the day serves as a 
reminder that young people in the country were 
at the forefront of the struggle. It also provides 
government, the public and the business sector with 
an opportunity to take stock of the strides that have 
been made in addressing issues facing the youth.

Volkswagen Group South Africa (VWSA) has 
always taken youth development very seriously and 
is involved in various upliftment and empower-
ment programmes, proudly putting its money 
where its mouth is, so to speak.

A prime example is the company’s crea-
tion of work opportunities for 560 unemployed 
youth through the Youth Employment Service 
(YES) programme.

The group began its 12-month employment 
period with VWSA on 1 March 2019 and will be 
placed across the country and in different business 
areas such as VWSA’s National Sales Organisation 
in Gauteng and in technical areas in the manu-
facturing plant in Uitenhage which has employed 
70 people. The VWSA dealership network has 
also taken in 230 people with YES Small Medium 
Enterprise (SME) host partners taking 260 people.

YES is a business-led collaborative programme 
whose aim is to enable young people (black 
youth between the ages of 18-35) without formal 
qualifications to get work/ internship opportuni-
ties for a 12-month period, with the ultimate aim 
of improving their chances of gaining long-term 
quality employment.

“Volkswagen is committed to economic 
transformation and supporting socio-economic 
development initiatives such as YES which 

are aimed at alleviating the scourge of youth 
unemployment in SA. Our history shows that we 
have always been responsive to societal needs. 
Through the YES programme we hope to change 
the lives of our youth by giving them opportunities 
that will make them employable in the future,” 
said Thomas Schaefer, Chairman and Managing 
Director of VWSA.

“To ensure positive integration into the work 
place, successful candidates will undergo intensive 
soft skills training for up to eight weeks before they 
are placed at a workplace. This training is aimed at 
creating the foundation for holistic development as 
well as the candidate’s personal growth,” he added.  

In a further step to ensure the development 
and upliftment of youth from various communi-
ties, VWSA also has an ongoing partnership 
with local non-profit organisation Wilderness 
Foundation Africa (WFA). The company has sup-
ported WFA since 2015 by providing a Volkswagen 
Kombi for the transport of youth and staff to dif-
ferent sites, thereby being instrumental in making 
various youth development programmes possible. 

Between October 2018 and April 2019, 
VWSA’s support has helped WFA to achieve 
various successes. These include, among others, 
106 students being enrolled in various Siyazenzela 
courses offered in Port Elizabeth and Robertson, 
focusing on Emotional and Social Wellness, 
Occupational and Financial Wellness, and Physical 
and Environmental Wellness. This brings the total 
graduates of the programme to more than 1 100 
students. In addition, 20 students completed the 
Umzi Wethu Conservation programme, while a 
second group of 20 students began their training 
recently. Finally, 18 students graduated from the 
Hospitality programme as assistant chefs, with 10 

of the graduates being selected for further training. 
Another 19 students completed their theoretical 
training for this course in March, and have been 
placed with practical training partners until the 
end of September, by which time they will have 
completed the requirements to qualify as NQF 
level 4 professional chefs.

“Over the years, we have been proud to 
partner with Wilderness Foundation Africa and 
support them in their tireless efforts for youth 
development,” commented Schaefer. “We aim to 
continue making a difference and bringing hope 
to each student who benefits from the Wilderness 
Foundation Africa programmes.” 

More recently, and in the spirit of Youth 
Month, VWSA’s Community Trust – in 
partnership with the organisation Young 
Entrepreneurs – hosted a four-day programme 
to cultivate a spirit of entrepreneurship in 
young children aged between 9 and 13 from the 
surrounding communities.

The budding entrepreneurs were taught 
about various aspects of starting a business, from 
designing logos to creating their own products 
from recycled materials. These products were 
displayed and sold at a Market Day on the final day 
of the programme.

VWSA has partnered with Young 
Entrepreneurs since 2017 to host these entertain-
ing and educational programmes for children 
at Uitenhage Primary School during the school 
year, bringing it to the PeoplePavilion in 2018 
so the children of VWSA employees could also 
participate.

This is another clear indication that youth de-
velopment remains a priority for the company, and 
this partnership is only one example of VWSA’s ef-
forts to uplift and empower the youth. Through the 
Community Trust, VWSA continues to support 
the loveLife Youth Centre in Kwanobuhle, which 
runs various programmes aimed at supporting and 
encouraging the youth, as well as teaching them 
life skills. The Community Trust has also set the 
goal of eradicating illiteracy in children under the 
age of 10 years, through its various literacy centres 
established at schools in Uitenhage.

“At VWSA, we believe everyone should 
play a role in securing the future of our youth, 
and it is a responsibility we take seriously,” 
Schaefer explained. “Our partnership with Young 
Entrepreneurs is an important one, as the children 
we are teaching today could become the employers 
of tomorrow.

“In short, it is our goal to empower the 
youth through various initiatives and organisa-
tions, by preparing them for a bright future,” 
he concluded. ■

Thomas Schaefer, Chairman and Managing Director of VWSA, with some of the young South 
Africans who have benefitted from the Youth Employment Service (YES) programme.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

ford Backs innovative Water Generating project
Drought-stricken communities in the Eastern 
Cape are set to benefit from an innovative mobile 
water generation project launched by World 
Vision South Africa, and funded by the Bill 
Ford Better World Challenge, the Ford Motor 
Company Fund and Ford Research and Advanced 
Engineering.

The Bill Ford Better World Challenge is jointly 
funded by company chairman Bill Ford and the 
Ford Fund – the philanthropic arm of Ford Motor 
Company. It gives employees and non-profit 
organisations (NPOs) worldwide the opportunity 
to address critical concerns in their communities 
such as food, water, shelter and mobility, and to 
develop sustainable solutions to improve the qual-
ity of life for people in need.

World Vision South Africa is a winner of 
the 2018 Bill Ford Better World Challenge and 
was awarded a grant of $200 000 (approximately 
R2.8-million) for its pioneering concept to address 
the devastating drought affecting the Eastern 
Cape. Additional funding to the value of $130 000 
(around R1.9-million) was awarded by Ford 
Research and Advanced Engineering.

World Vision South Africa was founded in 
1967, and is part of the World Vision International 
Partnership that was created in the 1950s and 
currently operates in 100 countries, impacting over 
200-million vulnerable children and tackling the 
root causes of poverty in the communities.

For this Ford-backed program, the grants 
have been used to acquire an innovative Watergen 
water-from-air solution, imported from the US, 
which extracts clean and fresh drinking water 
from the air in an energy-efficient manner. They 
will also cover the operational costs of the project.

According to World Vision SA, over the next 
two years the project will assist many of the 79 
schools located in Uitenhage and KwaNobuhle, 
and will benefit at least four clinics in the area. A 
total of 50 ECDs will be assisted, along with an 
estimated 3 400 households.

Mounted on a custom-built heavy-duty 
double-axle trailer, the unit comprises a Watergen 
GEN-350 atmospheric water generator that is 
capable of producing up to 900 litres of water per 
day, powered by a diesel generator that ensures the 
system is completely mobile and can be operated in 
any location.

The rig is towed to sites around Nelson 
Mandela Bay by the team from World Vision South 
Africa with a Ford Ranger 2.2 TDCi XL Double 
Cab that was acquired from Eastern Cape Motors 
Ford North End in Port Elizabeth. ■

isuzu helps to clean up Beaches
Partnering with local conservation organisation 
Sustainable Seas Trust (SST), Isuzu Motors South 
Africa commemorated World Oceans Day by 
cleaning up Port Elizabeth’s beach front between 
Pollock beach and Shark Rock Pier. Two Isuzu 
bakkies were filled to the brim with at least half a 
ton of waste collected on these prime beaches.

According to Isuzu Motors South Africa 
Corporate Communications Manager Gishma 
Johnson, volunteers picked up 160 kg of recyclable 
waste and 420 kg of general waste in just two 
hours. “It was shocking to see the types of waste 
that our volunteers picked up,” said Johnson. 

Isuzu employees and their families formed 
part of the volunteer group. The company also 
supplied recycling waste containers to separate 
waste at the location. “We took all the waste col-
lected to our waste facility for further sorting and 
recycling,” said Johnson.

While the Sustainable Seas Trust was the 
coordinator of the event, many partners were 
involved in the clean-up. The Southern African 
Foundation for the Conservation of Coastal 
Birds (SANCCOB) provided bags and gloves 
for volunteers, the Wildlife and Environment 
Society of South Africa (WESSA) supplied 
registration forms, and the Nelson Mandela 
Bay Municipality’s Department of Water and 
Sanitation provided a sound system and mas-
cots to add to the morning’s fun and festivities.

Other corporates who supported 
Saturday’s beach clean-up included Pick 
‘n Pay, who donated re-usable bags for the 
volunteers, Something Good Roadhouse who 
provided the location for stalls and a power 
outlet, as well as Coca Cola Beverages who 
provided beverages for the thirsty volunteers 
on the day. ■
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Corporate Social Responsibility

young soccer Talent showcased
Following an action-packed day of soccer at 
Volkswagen Group South Africa’s (VWSA) 
PeoplePavilion on Saturday, 22 June a team of 
promising young players from Uitenhage and sur-
rounding areas has been selected for further train-
ing and development – with the chance to compete 
in the national VW Junior Masters tournament.

The VW Junior Masters tournament is a 
bi-annual youth soccer event, where teams repre-
senting various Volkswagen dealerships vie for a 
chance to compete at international level. This year’s 
national tournament will be held in Johannesburg 
from 5 to 7 December.

Teams are usually selected by the dealerships 
they represent, but the Volkswagen Market Square 
Dealership in Uitenhage opted for a different 
approach: handpicking their team through the 24-
team soccer tournament held this past weekend.

The final of the tournament saw Young Tigers 
and City Style, both teams from KwaNobuhle, 
go head to head for the title of champions, with 
Young Tigers claiming a 2-1 victory. Following 

the tournament, 22 boys from various teams were 
selected based on their performance.

Said Martin Barnard, VW Market Square 
Dealer-Principal: “The quality of the players was 
amazing and the scouts had a huge task identifying 
the players for the preliminary team. We chose this 
approach to give everyone a fair opportunity to be 
a part of the team, instead of simply choosing any 
team from a soccer club.”

These boys will undergo further training 
and trials, after which 14 players will be selected 
to represent Market Square at the national event. 
Here they could earn a spot at the prestigious 
international Gothia Cup in Sweden next year. 
This year’s tournament also marks the first time 
that girls under 15 years can enter the VW Junior 
Masters, which was held for boys under the age of 
12 in previous years.

“This tournament is aligned to VWSA’s 
commitment to promoting youth development,” 
commented Andile Dlamini, Volkswagen Group 
South Africa’s Head of Group Communications.

“It offers our local youth a platform where 
they can showcase their talents and gain national 
exposure. We are also proud to have hosted this 
important event at our PeoplePavilion, which is a 
state of the art multipurpose centre built for the 
benefit of our employees and the community. This 
is a prime example of what the centre can offer 
the community.” ■

Kia spreads the Gift of hope
KIA Motors South Africa recently made a dona-
tion of R100 000 to Home of Hope for Girls in 
Johannesburg. The donation is one of a series of 
charitable donations made in the company’s pur-
suit of making a difference in the lives of others.

Home of Hope of Girls began in 2000 when 
the home’s founder, Khanyisile Motsa – affection-
ately known as Mam Khanyi – refused to close her 
eyes to the reality of what she saw on the streets of 
Hillbrow and Berea.

“Every child has the right to safety, care and 
education, but for thousands of forgotten children 
this is nothing but a dream,” said Mam Khanyi. 
“The situation is beyond dire. Criminals pay 
agents, who target orphans and unprotected chil-
dren, who traffic these children from rural areas. 
They are essentially owned by their exploiters, and 
are abused, prostituted and made to sell drugs. 
Their ID documents are frequently taken, making 
their escape and later identification very difficult.”

Mam Khanyi put herself between these 
vulnerable girls and their abusers, at first rescuing 
girls from these utterly unacceptable situations and 
caring for them in her own home. But the numbers 
kept growing, and Mam Khanyi soon registered 
Home of Hope for Girls as an NGO, working 

from locations in Berea before establishing two 
residential homes.

Today, Home of Hope for Girls is a haven 
for approximately 75 girls in full-time care, and 
supports approximately 150 vulnerable children 
through their outreach centre in the Hillbrow/ 

Berea area. The organisation has become a leading 
voice in the fight against child trafficking, and has 
had considerable success in identifying those who 
are being abused while facilitating their removal 
from danger, rehabilitating the survivors, and 
providing meaningful education. Where possible, 
the organisation does everything in its power to 
reunite the girls with their families.

Mam Khanyi and her team have won 
several awards and recognition over the years, 
most notably in 2018 when the Nelson Mandela 
Foundation awarded her as one of South Africa’s 
Unsung Heroes.

“We are absolutely inspired by the work of 
Mam Khanyi, and the passion she and her team 
of caregivers and volunteers have for making a 
tangible difference in the lives of so many girls,” 
said David Sieff, Marketing Director, KIA Motors 
South Africa. “More than anything, we are in awe 
of the resilience and tenacity of the young ladies, 
who are flourishing under the care and support of 
Home of Hope for Girls.”

For more information on Home of Hope 
for Girls, and for guidance on how you too can 
make a difference, visit www.hopehome.org.za/
support-us/. ■

David Sieff, Marketing Director, KIA Motors 
South Africa, hands over a cheque for 
R100 000 to the founder of Home of Hope for 
Girls, Khanyisile Motsa.
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porsche finds secret to immortal life
By RoGER HouGHTon

Man has been searching for the secret to immortal 
life since time immemorial, but it seems Porsche 
has found the answer with its ongoing, successful 
iterations of its iconic 911 model. It is amazing how 
they have managed to tweak the styling over the 
years to make it more modern while still staying 
faithful to the original, basic svelte body style.

It remains the pulsating heart of Porsche. It 
still has an “engine hanging out the back”, which 
was has been a point of discussion for many years, 
particularly as the model evolved and became far 
more powerful, However, the Porsche engineers 
have been well up to the task and the road holding 
and handling are first rate, with amazing grip 
linked to very impressive ride comfort for an out-
and-out sports car like the 911.

This evolution over more than half a century is 
contrary to most vehicle lifecycles, where one has 
a new model introduction, followed by minor and 
major facelifts before a complete restyling over a 
period of seven to eight years for passenger cars.

The Porsche 911 sports car was first unveiled 
in 1963 and celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2013 
at, among other settings, the Goodwood Festival 
of Speed in the UK, where I was fortunate to be 
driven up the famous hill in an early model 911 

with famous rally and racing driver Vic Elford at 
the wheel.

The only other car with such a long run for a 
single styling and drivetrain concept is the 911’s 
stablemate, the Volkswagen Beetle, which was on 
sale for 65 years from 1939 – 2003.

The recently launched Porsche 911 model range, 
codenamed 992, is the eighth generation, but its 56-
year bloodline and heritage are still clearly evident. 
The ongoing popularity of the 911 is underlined by 
the fact that the last model, the 991, was the best-
selling Porsche generation in history, while cumula-
tive 911 sales now far exceed one million units

Local motoring journalists had the opportu-
nity to admire and drive the latest model in the 

Western Cape where, thank goodness, the weather 
played along with no wind or rain after a fairly wet 
spell. As usual the Porsche team had set up a varied 
route on good roads where one could enjoy all this 
sports car icon has to offer.

We drove examples of both the Carrera S 
and Carrera 4S (with the “4” denoting four-wheel 
drive). Both models are more powerful, faster, and 
even more digital than their predecessors. The 
turbocharged 3-litre flat six engine now develops 
331 kW (450 hp) and is paired with an 8-speed 
PDK transmission, which operates seamlessly.

Prices range from R1 708 000 for the base S to 
R1 964 000 for the 4S cabriolet. All models are cov-
ered by a 3-year/100 000 km Porsche Drive Plan. ■

The imposing Porsche Studio in the Cape Town Waterfront complex was 
used as the venue for the media briefing and bistro-style dinner at the 
recent launch of the eighth generation Porsche 911. Toby Venter, the 
charismatic CEO of LSM Distributors, Porsche Centres – South Africa, took 

the opportunity to give an update on this innovative facility which opened in 
February last year.

“This is the first Porsche Studio in the Southern Hemisphere and it is 
proving a popular and effective manner in which to offer visitors – many of 
the from overseas – an immersive experience in the brand and access to a 
range of Porsche services,” explained Venter. “It also offers opportunities 
for selling new and pre-owned models and we are presently retailing an 
average of more than four cars a month from this facility.”

According to Venter the inspiration for the Porsche Studio was the 
BMW Pavilion at the Waterfront, which dates back to 1994. The Porsche 
Studios are aimed at providing centrally located destinations that aim to 
increase brand awareness and enable the local Porsche dealership to 
reach new potential buyers as well as existing customers at a convenient 
place of interest.

The Waterfront Studio covers an area of 420 m2 with dedicated areas 
providing insights and highlights from Porsche’s heritage as well as the 
future of E-Performance for its coming range of electric cars. It features a 
six-car display space while buyers can personalise their new cars on-site 
in the trimming and equipment labs. The Carrera Café provides a meeting 
place for the Porsche community while the Drivers’ Selection offers the 
latest merchandise for owners and enthusiasts. ■

Porsche Studio in Cape Town Proving Big Success

Toby Venter (right) the CEO of Porsche SA, demonstrates the 
interactivity on a screen at the Porsche Studio in Cape Town to 
motoring journalists Brendon Staniforth (left) and Avon Middleton.

The two Rogers, McCleery and Houghton, enjoying the performance of the latest Porsche Carrera 
S during the ride and drive launch in the Western Cape.

We Drive
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a Tale of Two competition-orientated BMWs
By STuART JoHnSTon

My experience of the previous BMW M2 Coupé 
was at a race track located on the grounds of the 
Franschhoek Motor Museum. And I remember 
revelling in the predictability of this little car, allied 
to its nimbleness.

Yes, there was a big thrust from the turbo-
charged BMW six-cylinder motor, but it was deliv-
ered in a linear fashion, enabling you to accurately 
squeeze in the amount of power you wanted at any 
given time, and control the car’s drift angle (on the 
track) like something akin to that of an expert.

My experience of the new BMW M2 
Competition is somewhat different. BMW have 
changed the car quite considerably in fitting a 
new twin-turbo six-cylinder engine in place of 
the previous single-turbo six. The power has been 
raised by 30 kW, along with a 50 Nm increase in 
torque. This means peak figures are now 302 kW 
and 550 Nm, and that is all well and good. It gives 
the car a 0-100/h time of 4,2 seconds (in the Dual 
Clutch form we had on test, the manual model is 
slightly slower) and a top speed of 250 (electroni-
cally limited. For a price consideration you can 
order the so-called “driver’s pack” which increases 
the top speed to 280 km/h.

The M2 competition is fitted with an Active M 
locking differentia, which keeps both rear wheels 
spinning equally when you dial in too much power, 
thus aiding forward momentum. The Bavarians 
have also added a carbon fibre body brace under 
the body to stiffen the chassis for the increase in 
power, but interestingly the suspension is left alone.

The thing I noticed straight off in this new M2 
Competition Coupé is that it is no longer such a 
user-friendly car when squirting on the power. In 
fact it gets quite skittish when you push on hard 

in a straight line, never mind in the twisty bits. It 
always feels as if it is on a bit of a knife-edge.

This is all very well on a race rack, or on a road 
where you ae absolutely sure there are no hidden 
obstacles around a corner or sudden changes in 
surface grip. But because the car is now so highly 
strung I found I was loathe to explore the outer 
limits of its handling, and even in straight-line 
stuff, you only felt comfortable in pushing hard 
when there was acres of space at your disposal.

The reason for this is that the new more power-
ful engine seems to ramp up onto tis power curve 
in quite an abrupt fashion at around the 4 500 to 
5 000 rpm mark, and this is where the rear-end of 
the car wants to dance around. On South African 
roads today, where all manner of junk is dumped 
and then rarely cleaned up, it would be best if you 
treated the M2 Competition with a fair measure 
of caution.

As for the rest, the car is still extremely nimble, 
responding quickly to steering inputs, and it has 
a wonderful sound track from its exhaust system. 
Those M-Sport seats hug you like a long-lost friend, 
and the brakes possess stupendous stopping power.

As for the looks, I loved the M2 Competition’s 
enlarged air-ducts on the nose and the beautiful 
19-inh thin-spoked alloy wheels. Rubber is 245/35 
R19 up front and 265/35 R19 for the rear.

Right now the M2 Competition Coupé is the 
only M2 Coupé you can buy, so the “Competition” 
tag only indicates an upgraded model, not a 
special-order model. The base price for the Dual 
Clutch model is R1 026 506.

The BMW M5 Competition is a different 
story altogether. Now here is a BMW I could learn 
to love for ever. Whereas the M2 Coupé is now a 
twitchy highly-strung conveyance, the M5 at once 
imbues the driver with all manner of confidence, 
despite its amazing power and torque outputs.

The M5 Competition is the most powerful M5 
ever produced. The twin turbocharged V8 petrol 
engine develops 460 kW and 750 Nm of torque. 
That power output is some 19 kW more than the 
standard M5 (the standard M5 is still available) but 
the torque is unchanged, although it is produced 
over a wider range of engine revs.

What makes the M5 so eminently useable, 
despite supercar-like acceleration figures of 
3,3 seconds for the 0–100 km sprint and top speed 
of 305 km/h. It is the standard all-wheel-drive 
system on this model, which makes it feel stable at 
all times.

The M5 competition has stiffer and lower 
suspension than the standard M5, as well as other 
suspension tweaks. And the adjustable damp-
ers via the button on the console supply a ride 
ranging from acceptably firm to stiff. But the car 
never feels jittery, and the all-wheel-drive system 
never makes it feel cumbersome either. It handles 
like a rear-wheel-drive, with the front-wheel 
power transfer only coming into discernible 
play when necessary to sort out any mid-corner 
tail happiness.

That engine is a beaut, making all the right 
V8 noises and revving up to the 7 000 rpm mark. 
But the engine note is never guttural like it is on 
some Mercedes-AMG models, it always sounds 
refined. I also loved the Beemer’s exhaust popping 
on the overrun.

The cabin is classy in the extreme and BMW 
have now refined their interiors to the point where 
they are rivalling for the class leadership held for so 
long by Audi in this department.

The BMW M5 Competition costs R2 062 433, 
and that is no small chunk of money. But here is 
a car that will make you feel special for the right 
reasons every time you hope in and prod the 
starter button. ■
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a Tribute to the essence of style
By STuART JoHnSTon

There have been Ferraris, indifferent Ferraris and then great Ferraris over the 
71 years of production. Just possibly, the new F8 Tributo will go down as one 
of the great Ferraris in years to come, because it has been wrought with such 
passion in every area of the car.

The F8 Tributo, as the name suggests, is a tribute model and in this case 
the car pays stylistic homage to the long line of V8-engined Ferraris that 
began way back in the mid- 1970s when the first V8-engined Ferrari was 
produced. Contrary to what most enthusiasts believe, the first V8-engined 
Ferrari was not the 308, but the rather oddball Dino 308 GT4, a Bertone-
bodied 2+2.

The 308 GTB, however, is the car that inspired elements the silhouette 
of the F8 Tributo, shown for the first time in South Africa at a function at 
Scuderia, the official Ferrari dealer, in Sandton. Other major stylistic influences 
include one of the great V8-engined Ferraris, the F40, and you can see the in-
fluence of this 1987 car on the Lexan (clear plastic)engine cover with signature 
louvres. Another strong influence was that of the F50, with those dramatic rear 
haunches emphasising the muscularity of this car.

In essence, then, this F8 Tributo is a replacement for the 488 model that has 
been in production since 2015. It uses an upgraded version of the 488’s 3,9-litre 

twin turbo V8 engine, producing 530 kW, some 37 kW more than the 488. This 
engine has won numerous “best engine “ awards over the past three years.

What’s more the F8 Tributo is 40 kg lighter and is said to be 10 per cent 
more aerodynamically efficient than its predecessor. But interestingly Ferrari 
also says this car is a “design-language bridge” to a new generation of Ferraris.

All this adds up to a stunning beautiful mid-engined Ferrari with many 
fine details, including front-mounted water radiators and air ducting to cool 
the brakes just aft of the headlights. As for those all-important numbers, 
the car will accelerate to 100 km/h in 2,9 seconds, go from 0-200 km/h in 
7,8 seconds, and run to a top speed of 340 km/h. The most important number, 
for some (the price) was not confirmed at the time of writing, but expect it to be 
in the R6-million-plus league. ■

New Model

Beeeg Baaad BMW x7
By STuART JoHnSTon

I remember driving into Monaco in a humble Opel 
hatchback on an international launch a couple of 
years ago, and the first car that approached us out 
of a tunnel was a Rolls-Royce, which seemed to 
have the biggest grille on any car I’d ever seen.

That image of Monaco will always stay with 
me as a symbol of unspeakable wealth, power, 
and disdain for mere mortals like myself forced to 
implement emergency financial measures (i.e. beg-
ging cash from the Opel P.R.) just to extract that 
little Opel from the car park later that morning.

The new BMW has that kind of presence, and I 
think it’s a deliberate ploy on BMW’s part. There is 
nothing pretty about that huge upright grille on this 
new top-of-the-line BMW Sports Activity Vehicle, 
but it’s not supposed to be. Officially, BMW says 
this grille is for the “necessary assurance and an 
overriding sense of authority” that such a car should 
command. Hmmm, yeah, right, you big bully!

This is the BMW that is going to be driven 
by people who are rather keen on flaunting their 

excess of wealth, presumably when wifey is driving 
the 7 Series and the M3 is in for a service that day. 
Apart from the grille, the rest of the car is huge too.

And yet….. Given that it is 5,1 metres long 
and 1,8 metres tall, the X7 handles pretty nimbly. 
This effortless progress would be another reason 
for buying it, as well as the commanding view of 
the traffic you get from way up there in the cabin. 
It’s a full seven seater, and even with all three 
rows of seats in place there is over 320 litres of 
luggage space available. Those rear seats fold flat 
electrically, of course, to provide over 2 000 litres of 
luggage-toting space.

The X7 is laden with the highest of BMW tech 
available right now, including a 12,3-inch instrument 
pod which can give you any information you want at 
the mere guttural grunt of a voice command.

On the launch in the last week in May 2019 we 
drove X7 xDrive 30d, equipped with a 195 kW six-
cylinder diesel, and the X7 M50d, also a three-litre 
six-cylinder diesel, but massaged to produce an 
astonishing 294 kW and 760 Nm of torque. In this 
2,3 ton vehicle, the M50d spec engine will enable 
acceleration to 100 km/h in just 5,4 seconds.

In the short ride we conducted to the 
Magaliesberg and back to Randburg, another 
surprising feature was the ride quality, given that 
the top M50d model rides on 22-inch wheels with 
ultra low profile tyres.

As for the rest of the spec, there is so 
much, that you’ll just have to consult your local 
BMW dealer!

Pricing is steep, as you would expect, but that’s 
one of the major points of owning such an outland-
ish “statement” vehicle. The X7 xDrive 30d retails 
for R1 562 849 and the M50d for R 1 862 308. The 
petrol M50i, when it gets here later in the year will 
sell for R1 871 542. ■
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Waste Becomes a powerful 
Resource of hope

An innovative new bike was designed and built for 
a Walmer Township man who makes a living from 
selling waste.

Khululekile “Wilson” Moko will soon swap 
his cumbersome make-shift cart for a uniquely 
designed, functional waste-bike – which was 
built from waste material donated by Isuzu 
Motors South Africa. “We donated an obsolete 
trolley to him, which was transformed into a 
modern waste-bike,” said Isuzu Motors South 
Africa Corporate Communications Manager 
Gishma Johnson.

The waste-bike was designed and built by 
Kevin Kimwelle, social entrepreneur, innovator 
and architect. His social enterprise, Indalo World, 
was incubated by Propella Business Incubator. He 
has made a name for himself by turning waste into 
functional buildings. These structures are then 
utilised to the benefit of underprivileged commu-
nities of Nelson Mandela Bay.

Similarly, Moko, who will benefit from the 
waste-bike, takes seemingly worthless waste items 

and trades the recyclable material for food at a 
local Re-Trade Project in Walmer.

“Re-trading is the only thing that puts food 
in my mouth. It ensures that I don’t sleep with 
an empty stomach. This is my way of living: 
going to the store and trading for food or hiring 
my cart to the community when they need help,” 
said Moko.

The Re-Trade Project is a community-based 
recycling and social empowerment project, 
providing the community with an opportunity 
to be environmentally responsible while gaining 
access to food. As an only source of income, 
waste  provides a livelihood for Moko, who lost 
his job of 17 years and lives in a shack with 
his wife.

“Social innovation on a community-based 
level can enable us to empower the less fortunate in 
our community and uplift them to a better life. It is 
possibly South Africa’s future in dealing with job 
creation in a world of diminishing employment,” 
said Kimwelle.

Thanks to the creative design talents of 
Kimwelle, Moko’s new waste-bike will be much 
more efficient and safer compared to his current 
cart, which he pulls daily along the busy roads of 
Nelson Mandela Bay.

Isuzu plans to further expand the project to 
residents who trade waste for groceries by foot.

“This is an opportunity for residents to keep 
the environment clean while putting food on the 
table at the same time,” said Johnson.

As an environmentally conscious manufac-
turer, Isuzu is committed to waste management 
programmes and projects that have a positive 
impact on the local community. “We regard waste 
as a resource that is able to create secondary and 
tertiary employment. Approximately 30 people 
are based at our facilities from different recycling 
organisations while many others are employed 
at recycling companies across the city, creating 
furniture, plastic goods and polystyrene commodi-
ties,” Johnson concluded. ■
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faW harrismith Becomes full sales and service dealer

FAW Harrismith, which opened on 4 March this 
year, is now a full FAW sales and service branch 
and part of the growing FAW South Africa dealer 
network. The Free State facility was previously an 
independent dealer that sold FAW vehicles, as well 
as a number of passenger car and bakkie brands. 
FAW South Africa, however, decided to purchase 
the dealership outright and then invested consider-
ably in its renewal and repurposing.

FAW Harrismith is located on the main trans-
port route between Johannesburg and Durban on 
the N3 and is also within close proximity to the 
N5, which makes the facility a strategic service 
point for the FAW brand.

“A lot of FAW’s were and continue to be sold in 
Harrismith,” said FAW Harrismith branch man-
ager, Louis de la Rouvière. “We have had numerous 
enquiries already on new trucks to both new and 
existing customers, and the word is spreading that 
we are now a fully-fledged FAW dealer. Not only 
does FAW Harrismith sell new FAW trucks, but 
also boasts a complete sales and service operation 
for fleet and truck owners. There is a need for truck 
servicing, repairs and parts to compliment our 
newly revamped workshop.”

He added that the current staff complement of 
seven people will soon expand to nine or even 10 as 
demands indicates.

The fully automated, online system that FAW 
South Africa is rolling out countrywide handles 
parts, sales and warranties and will be imple-
mented shortly. ■

hino Team sugawara Gets More aggressive
Hino Team Sugawara, which has been a successful 
competitor in the Dakar Rally since 1992, setting 
up amazing records for reliability and consistency, 
has been restructured so as to improve its oppor-
tunities of getting into the leading group of trucks 
in upcoming races. The team will be competing in 
the Silk Way Rally from July 6-16 in preparation 
for next year’s Dakar Rally, which will take place in 
Saudi Arabia.

Yoshimasa Sugawara, known as the Iron Man 
of Dakar after 36 starts and 29 finishes, including 
a record 20 consecutive finishes, has retired both 
as a driver and director of Hino Team Sugawara. 
He has been succeeded in the latter position by 
his son, Teruhito, also a very successful Dakar 
competitor. Hino Motors is taking a bigger interest 
in the racing team which now includes a dedicated 
chief engineer and officer in charge of engineering, 
who will have access to 70 other Hino employees in 
specialist positions.

Ikuo Hanawa, an experienced off-road racing 
driver, has joined the team to drive the second 
truck. The team also has a host of new members in 
terms of navigators, mechanics, and support crew, 
with 21 or them due to take part in the Silk Way 
Rally.

Besides further improving its already success-
ful 500 Series racing truck, the team has developed 
a new truck based on the North America-exclusive 
Hino 600 Series with a bonnet-type cab. Teruhito 
Sugawara will drive the 500 model and Hanawa 
the American-type model in the Silk Way Rally 

which follows a route through Russia, Mongolia, 
and China over 10 days.

Both truck models are fitted with A09C-T1 
6-cylinder inline turbo diesel engines of 9-litre 
displacement. The latest version of the engine 
develops 750 horsepower at 2 600 r/min. Both 
trucks are four-wheel drive. The 500 model will 
continue to use a 6-speed manual transmission, 
while the 600 model is fitted with a 6-speed torque 
converter automatic transmission. Both trucks 
carry 760 litres of fuel.

The truck frames are now of box section to 
make them even more rigid and a cab suspension 
system that covers both lateral and vertical move-
ment has been developed to reduce crew fatigue.

Both trucks will have three seats to carry an 
additional team member who will have extensive 
technical experience to deal with any problems 
that may arise. Hino has traditionally relied on 
two-person crews in the past. ■

Rfa calls for urgent action to secure safety of the Trucking industry and its people

The Road Freight Association (RFA) has requested 
urgent intervention by the Minister of Police to 
secure the safety of drivers, vehicles and premises.

The Association alleges that since March 2018, 
a targeted attack on the freight industry has been 
orchestrated by the All Truck Drivers Foundation 
(ATDF) and its allies. There are verified reports of 
blatant intimidation, bullying and the threatening 
of drivers and companies who do not meet the 
demands of the ATDF and its allies.

These demands include the immediate firing 
of all or any foreign nationals employed in a 
company, the immediate employment of individu-
als supplied by the ATDF, payment to the ATDF 
of R350 per person per month for each individual 

supplied by the ATDF and control over who a 
company employs.

Should companies not comply, they are 
threatened with retaliation and the burning of 
trucks. This campaign has resulted in the damage 
or total destruction of 1 200 vehicles (from bakkies 
to large trucks), the loss of 213 lives (verification on 
whether solely based on this action or not is still 
in process) at a cost of close to R1.2 billion to the 
economy (lost income for drivers and their fami-
lies, loss and damage of vehicles, loss and damage 
to cargo, damage to infrastructure (roads, offices, 
depots), as well as loss of income to businesses.

Some businesses will be forced to close down 
due to losses.

The RFA has urged the Minister of Police to:
 ■ prevent any further incidents (by utilising  

intelligence capacity);
 ■ arrest all known leaders;
 ■ arrest all perpetrators;
 ■ reiterate government’s view that this is economic 

sabotage and that criminals will be harshly 
dealt with;

 ■ create a national task team to combat this 
situation.

Should there be no satisfactory evidence that 
the above is being implemented, the RFA has 
reserved its rights to take whatever action is neces-
sary to get government to take action. ■
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investing in the development of commercial Vehicle drivers

With over 50% of the youth in South Africa 
currently facing unemployment, Isuzu is turning 
the tide by setting an industry benchmark in the 
automotive industry.

Isuzu Motors South Africa is the first OEM 
to invest in the development of professional 
commercial drivers – with a particular focus on 
unlocking this career path for South African youth 
and women.

The stereotypical image of a truck driver being 
a burly man is changing with women, mothers and 
young men moving in behind the steering wheel 
of commercial vehicles across the highways and 
byways of South Africa.

According to Nicci Scott, founder of 
Commercial Transport Academy CTA, the 
physique of the typical truck driver is indeed 
changing, with more and more opportunities 
becoming available for a diverse group of com-
mercial drivers through investments by OEMs 
such as Isuzu. In fact, Isuzu was the first OEM 
to embrace female truck drivers, with its 2016 
learnership programme.

“The Isuzu truck range is perfect for women 
drivers. Of the 2016 intake of five women who 

graduated, two stayed in the industry. Safety is still 
a concern for women drivers, but we are slowly 
preparing the industry for skilled women truck 
drivers,” said Scott.

In 2017 only men participated in the Isuzu 
learnership, and in 2018 a mixed group of men 
and women were included in the programme. All 
ten learners of the 2018 intake completed both 
a theoretical and practical component of their 
learnership. The youngest learner from the 2018 
intake to graduate is only 22 years old, and the 
oldest is 35 years old. The mixed group of learners 
consist of four women and six men.

“The learners come from Gauteng and 
KwaZulu-Natal and have been vetted thoroughly 
to ensure that they have an interest in the industry. 

Apart from the 3-month theoretical component, 
they also completed an 8-month workplace practi-
cal component. They understand the product and 
have dealt with the very latest technology in South 
Africa–making them highly employable. The fact 
that the learnership is backed by the OEM, is key,” 
Scott explained.

While CTA provided the vetting, implementa-
tion, mentoring and monitoring of the learnership 
on behalf of Isuzu, the learners gained their practi-
cal experience at OneLogix Trucklogix, an auto 
logistics company for commercial vehicles in South 
Africa. The learners would collect Isuzu trucks in 
Port Elizabeth, and drive and deliver these trucks 
within the dealer network across the country.

The learnership is NQF Level 3 accredited, and 
the curriculum cover such diverse content such as 
driving and operating a vehicle, health and safety 
training. The curriculum is moderated internally 
and externally; and benchmarked internationally.

The real value of a learnership is securing 
employment for the qualified learners. Anyone 
interested in interviewing these young, enthusias-
tic commercial drivers can contact Nicci Scott at 
087 11 00 914 / 5 (office) or nicci@c-t-a.co.za. ■

Violence and declining Gdp impact Truck sales
The limping South African economy has impacted 
the transport sector for the first time in many 
months. In a year-to-date comparison at the end of 
May, growth in the total commercial vehicle had 
shrunk to 2.3%, to reach a total of 10 252 units.

Negative growth was experienced in espe-
cially the Heavy and Extra Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle segments, with new vehicle sales 
declining from April to May 2019 by 6.3% and 
15.9% respectively.

This is according to the latest combined 
year-to-date results released by the National 
Association of Automobile Manufacturers of 

South Africa (NAAMSA), Associated Motor 
Holdings (AMH) and Amalgamated Automobile 
Distributors (AAD).

However, there are still some sprigs of growth 
to be found. Compared to the first five months of 
2018, sales in the Medium Commercial Vehicle 
segment increased by 11.5% to 3 248 units. On a 
year-to-date basis, the growth rate in the HCV 
segment slowed down to 2.9% (1 984 units), while 
EHCV sales declined by 2.5% to 4 693 units. Bus 
sales continued to decline, by 11.6%, to 327 units.

“The drop in South Africa’s GDP by 3.2% 
during the first quarter of the year has now eroded 

some of the positive growth seen in the transport 
industry so far this year,” said Gert Swanepoel, 
managing director of UD Trucks Southern Africa. 
“The performance of the local economy during the 
next two quarters will be critical for our industry.”

Another factor that is having a negative impact 
on the industry is the ongoing violence and attacks 
on trucks, especially along the N3 highway.

“It is of vital importance that the government 
and police address and prevent these attacks on 
trucks and its drivers. Trucks form a crucial part 
of the economy and drivers’ safety is of utmost 
importance,” emphasised Swanepoel. ■
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Personal Memories

Mitsubishi Vehicles have Been in 
sa for More Than 50 years

By RoGER HouGHTon

I attended the launch of the new Mitsubishi Triton 
one-ton bakkie recently and the occasion brought 
back many personal memories about my involve-
ment with this brand, which has now been in 
South Africa for more than 50 years, although it 
has never had a high profile.

Mitsubishi has never been a major player in the 
local passenger car market, even though it made 
its first appearance in South Africa in 1968 when 
the Colt 1100 Fastback was assembled by Praetor 
Industries – alongside the Glas-bodied BMW 
sedan – in Rosslyn.

I was working for The Pretoria News at the 
time and attended a media visit to the fledgling 
factory, which was rather primitive in its method 
of operation at the time, to see the Colt and BMW 
being assembled.

Little did I know that Mitsubishi would play 
an important role in my future working career. I 

joined the public relations department of Chrysler 
South Africa at its new plant in Silverton in 1968 
and in 1971 Chrysler Corporation bought a 15% 
stake in Mitsubishi Motors, so soon I was linked 
up with Mitsubishi again.

The unusually-styled Colt 1100 range of hatch, 
bakkie and station wagon were sold for a while and 
then came the stylish Dodge Colt coupe. I was very 
happy to be personally involved in the introduction 
of this exciting new model to South Africa as we 
used motor rallying to get the Colt brand known. I 
was the co-driver for a number of drivers in these 
cars, so was involved directly in the project.

Over the years a number of Colt passenger 
car models, including the popular Galant, were 
introduced into the SA market by Chrysler and 
were well accepted.

Then came the merger, in 1976, of Chrysler 
and Illings Mazda to form Sigma Motor 
Corporation as Chrysler withdrew from SA. The 
new company favoured Mazda products and 
so the Colt one-ton bakkie was not introduced 
locally as Sigma – and later Samcor – had the 
Mazda B-Series bakkie which was also badged as a 
Ford Courier.

In the end the only Mitsubishi products that 
survived at this time were the L300 minibus and 
van (later also badged as the Ford Husky in the 
Samcor era) and the Mitsubishi Canter medium 
trucks (Ford also marketed variants under the 
Triton model name).

My links with Mitsubishi ended in 1988 when 
I moved from Samcor to Toyota, but Mitsubishi 
was given another life in South Africa when it 

was taken over by Mercedes-Benz in 1995 and the 
one-ton Mitsubishi L200 (Colt) bakkie arrived in 
South Africa at last.

Although it is now more than 30 years since 
I was involved with Mitsubishi I still have many 
happy memories, particularly those involving 
the rally programme where I got to partner the 
American Champion, Scott Harvey in the 5 000 
km Total Rally in 1972, where we finished sixth out 
of 101 entries. I also brought out other prominent 
rally drivers, such as Andrew Cowan (UK) and 
Hendrik Blok (US) to drive the local Colts.

Another memory was driving to dealers to 
showcase the Mitsubishi Galant GTO, which 
looked like a mini-Mustang, as an example of 
Mitsubishi’s expertise as designers and builders of 
exciting cars. I still keep contact with Akira Igo, 
who was the Mitsubishi representative in South 
Africa at the time of our rally programme.

It certainly was an important part of my 
50-odd years of involvement in the South African 
motor industry. ■

Wally Rodger (left), well known Arcadia Shepherds soccer player, and Roger Houghton getting 
ready to debut the new Colt Coupe on the 1971 Total Rally. The rally car is seen with the only Colt 
station wagon imported to South Africa, which was the service vehicle for the rally, crewed by 
Tony Horne, of Chrysler SA, who was very involved in the build of this first Colt Coupe rally car at 
the Chrysler SA product engineering department at Elsies River, in the Cape.

The Mitsubishi Colt 1100 pick-up was the first 
Mitsubishi bakkie to go on sale in SA.

This attractive Mitsubishi Colt Galant GTO deri-
vative was imported specially to SA to promote 
the Mitsubishi brand under Chrysler SA.

Driver Mike Allaway and navigator Roger 
Houghton (right), the author of this article, 
seen with the first Colt coupe to be rallied in 
South Africa in 1971. Their best performance 
was third overall in the Trial Oranje.
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Body Repair specialists need higher hourly Rate
By RoGER HouGHTon

The motor body repair industry in South Africa is 
in dire need of an increase in its hourly rate to en-
sure there is no corner-cutting and that body shops 
have adequate finances to train their technicians 
properly at a time when a tsunami of technology 
changes hit the collision repair industry.

This was an appeal by Ian Groat, Publisher 
of the authorative Automotive Refinisher bi-
monthly magazine. He was addressing delegates 
at the first African market conference held 
recently in Kempton Park under the auspices of the 
International Bodyshop Industry Symposium (IBIS).

Groat said that the current labour rate of R260 
per hour had not been increased in the past 10 
years and was putting enormous pressure on the 
sustainability of the local bodyshop industry and 
its ability to attract newcomers to the trade.

He said the required labour rate should be 
at least R450 an hour and that the average age of 
panel beaters was currently about 50, so it was vital 

that younger people were attracted into the indus-
try, particularly in the light of the new technologies 
being used in the latest vehicles.

Groat, whose topic was “A sustainable future for 
collison repairs”, said that there were currently more 
than 100 insurers operating in South Africa, so 
“somebody was making money out of the industry.”

He explained that research had shown that 95% 
of owners involved in a write-off don’t buy the same 
brand of vehicle again or stay with the insurance 
company involved in the transaction. Groat added 
that these days many insurers were scrapping a ve-
hicle when repairs amounted to 46% of the vehicle’s 
value and it was usually impossible for the owner to 
buy a similar type of car with the amount paid out.

Other interesting facts mentioned by Groat in 
his address were that only 30% of vehicles in South 
Africa carried comprehensive insurance and a 
further 10% had fire and theft cover, while only 5% 
of people insured made a claim during a year.

Groat said that it was important to realise 
the importance to the collision repair industry of 
attending focussed conferences such as this IBIS 

event as they open doors to see what is required 
to be a successful and sustainable business into 
the future.

Some other points of interest raised in the 
afternoon session at IBIS were:

 ■ Training: It is important to retrain qualified 
technicians and for training syllabi to be updated 
to include the latest repair techniques. Potential 
drawbacks to having staff trained properly is not 
only the cost to company, but also the real threat 
of having trained staff poached by competitors. 
Consider partnering with other body repairers 
to contain training costs. Effective training is the 
key to future success,

 ■ Challenges: Transforming the business. Adapting 
to the changing business and technology environ-
ment. Declining skills. Legislation. The need to 
keep pace with change while inspiring quality 
and productivity to keep customers happy. The 
machine is only as good as the data with which 
it is provided. Next generation essentials will be 
customer centric and digital, while the business 
is streamlined. ■

The fourth industrial Revolution
By ARTHuR MuTLow

Several years ago, I wrote an article, on the outlook 
for the South African retail motor industry which 
was published in AutoLive.  Recently the owner 
of a retail motor group called me and asked me 
whether I had a copy of the article as he had some-
how missed it. Since there was such a long time 
lapse, I decided to update the article before sending 
it on to him.  I soon realised that it would be far 
easier to rewrite it as it was so far out of date - such 
has been the rate of change in the industry.

Everybody is talking and writing about the 
world going through the Fourth Industrial Revo-
lution, and this caused me to think of the ramifica-
tions of this revolution on the retail motor industry. 

In my daily contact with dealer principals, I 
have not heard this matter discussed at all. Neither 
has anyone of them mentioned to me that he/she 
had developed a plan to enable his/her dealership 
still to be in operation at the end of this revolution, 
let alone capitalise on the huge opportunities that 
will emanate from the massive operational changes 
that this revolution will bring.  

Once again it is a situation of adapt or die, and 
I encourage all in the local retail motor industry to 
embrace these changes with a positive attitude. The 

next five years are going to be extremely exciting 
for those who grasp the nettle and the destruction 
of those who don’t.

As thought starters, I have developed a list 
of innovations and changes that will have a huge 
effect on how you run your business in the future, 
and I urge you to consider each one of them, as you 
develop your plan for ensuring your success during 
this exciting but disruptive time.

 ■ The demise of the internal combustion engine 
(ICE).

 ■ The birth of the electric vehicle (EV).
 ■ The birth of the alternative fuel vehicle (AFV).
 ■ The birth of the autonomous car.
 ■ The demise of the driver.
 ■ Car sharing.
 ■ Ride-sharing.
 ■ The car becomes a commodity.
 ■ The changes in the way dealers will be 

franchised by the manufacturer/distributor (no 
longer dealers but agents) with manufacturers 
dealing directly with the end customer and not 
via their dealer network. This applies to both 
new and used vehicles.

 ■ The changing face of the used car market (online 
sales, digital marketing, and the evolution of 
massive used-car traders like WeBuyCars which 
retails more than 4 500 cars per month).

 ■ The effect of the Right to Repair and Code of 
Conduct for Competition in the Automotive 
Industry. This will have a huge effect on your 
parts and service operations unless you plan to 
compete head-on with them at their own game!

If you have any difficulty in developing your plan – 
you know where to come for help! ■

Opinion

 ■ Graduated as an Industrial/Production 
Engineer in 1968 – Port Elizabeth College 
for Advanced Technical Education (later 
called Technicon and now Nelson Mandela 
University)

 ■ Ford Motor Company – from Depot Engineer 
to Field Operations/Vehicle Sales Manager

 ■ Datsun Nissan SA – General Sales 
Manager

 ■ ICH Motor Group – Managing Director
 ■ Datsun Nissan SA – Marketing Director
 ■ Sigma Motor Corporation – Sales and Service 

Director- Sales, Service and Marketing 
Director, Managing Director Mazda SA, Sales 
and Marketing Director – Samcor

 ■ Fleetlease Contracts – Sales and Marketing 
Director

 ■ Samcor Marketing – Managing Director
 ■ Nissan SA – Senior Vice President 

Marketing Operations
 ■ Automotive Business Solutions – Owner
 ■ Sandown Motor Group – Managing Director 

Gauteng West
 ■ Maritime Motors Group – Managing Director
 ■ Arthur S Mutlow & Associates – Owner

Arthur Mutlow’s wide experience
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Themes for naaMsa automotive conference announced

There will be two themes for this year’s NAAMSA 
Automotive Conference which will be held at 
the Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit and Conference 
Centre in Midrand on 22 August as part of the an-
nual Festival of Motoring presented by WesBank. 
The themes will be linked under the overall slogan 
Reimagining the Future Together.

“This is a must-attend event for all those 
involved in the automotive industry in South 
Africa as we have drawn up a programme of varied 
topics covering all major aspects of the industry 
led by top-level speakers, including international 
experts,” explained Mike Mabasa, the recently-ap-
pointed Executive Director and CEO of NAAMSA.

This popular event, which was fully subscribed 
last year, will once again have the backing of the 
Innovation Group and AutoTrader.

The first theme that the speakers will address 
will be: Embracing innovation as an indispensable 
catalyst for prosperity and sustainable growth. This 
session will interrogate how best the industry can 
use the Automotive Masterplan, which is planned 
to run from 2021 to 2035 and aims to increase 
localisation, double production, and employment.

The speakers at the conference will look at 
how the various members of the industry can 
better collaborate to build a resilient automotive 
sector, creating joint prosperity and unlocking the 

potential for growth and development in the sector.
The second theme for this important confer-

ence will be: Automotive trends, technology, and 
consumer behaviour.

This session will examine the increasingly 
digital ecosystem and disruptive landscape in which 
the automotive industry finds itself. The speakers 
will also talk about global energy trends and the 
importance of clean fuels in South Africa as well as 
how consumer behaviour is changing and how this 
phenomenon is impacting the automotive industry.

The conference, which also offers an ideal 
networking opportunity for all players in the local 
motor industry, will run from 08:00 to 13:30.

To view the full conference programme visit 
https://festivalofmotoring.za.messefrankfurt.
com/johannesburg/en/Conferences.html. ■

Events
festival of Motoring 2019 supporting Women in autos

This year, the Gumtree Women in Autos 
Conference will be even bigger and better, as 
the Festival of Motoring has stepped in as event 
host partner.

“The Festival of Motoring is thrilled to be part-
nering with Gumtree in this important conference, 
aligning perfectly with our strategy of shining the 
light and celebrating women in the automotive 
world,” said Denis Klopper, Show Director.

Attendance is free for women working in 
the automotive space and last year featured 
speakers including Nissan Africa GM of Sales 
Liz Segal, journalist Juliet McGuire, Ford CEM 
Maja Smith, safety advocate Mandy Miller and 

communications expert Janine Lazarus, as well as 
a lively panel.

“This is the first and only event celebrating 
women in the autos space, and the fact that the 
Festival of Motoring is both focusing on Women 
in Motorsport and being held during Women’s 
Month made this an excellent fit for us,” said Claire 
Cobbledick, Director of Gumtree South Africa.

Professionals in the automotive space will also 
have the opportunity to nominate their peers for 
special recognition at the event by voting online. 
Awards of recognition will be given to individuals 
across a variety of specialities, including journalism, 
motorsport, design, marketing and engineering.

Several learners from surrounding schools 
will also be invited to join. “We want to give young 
ladies much-needed exposure to the automotive 
industry, to peak their interest in pursuing careers 
in this field and to gain some inspiration from the 
women who have found success in the motoring 
world,” Cobbledick explained.
The Festival of Motoring will take place at the 
Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit from 22–25 August. 
The Women in Autos Conference takes place 
on the 23rd. Parties interested in attending can 
email enagel@gumtree.co.za. You can cast your 
nominations at: 
http://www.gumtreewomeninautos.co.za/. ■

The themes will be linked under 
the overall slogan Reimagining the 
Future Together.
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Events

Big Turnout expected at 1000 
Bike show

Hundreds of classic and customised motorcycles will 
be on display at the 1000 Bike Show, which takes place 
at the Germiston Sports Club on the weekend of 6 and 
7 July. This is the third time that this show organised 
by the Classic Motorcycle Club, will take place at this 
venue, after having been located at the Germiston 
High School for many years.

The show has grown from humble beginnings 
as a small display at the Johannesburg Carlton 
Centre in 1985 to what is now, arguably, the largest, 
dedicated classic and customer motorcycle expo 
in Africa.

Besides the hundreds of motorcycles on show 
there will again be more than 100 trade stalls, with 
many of them offering food and drinks while popular 
bands we be providing the entertainment.

Concours d’Elegance competitions for custom 
motorcycles (Saturday) and the classics (Sunday) will 
take place, with winners being announced at 14:00 on 
the Sunday.

Entry fee is R80 per person with under 12’s com-
ing in for free. Gates open at 08:00 and close at 17:00. 
A draw of entrance tickets will determine the winner 
of a SYM 200 motorcycle.

Those interested in exhibiting on the show or 
wanting more information should contact Rusty 
Thorns on 082-411-1687 or rustythorns01@gmail.
com. Additional information is also available on 
www.classicmotorcycleclub.co.za.
Finding the venue: The Germiston Sports Club is 
one the corner of Vimy Ridge and Webber Roads in 
Germiston. (Co-ordinates: –26.228522 / 28.168661).

emerald speed fest – a new Motorsport and lifestyle event

The Emerald Speed Fest is a motorsport and 
motoring lifestyle event that will take place at the 
Emerald Resort and Casino in Vanderbijlpark. 

The event, presented by Messe Frankfurt 
South Africa, takes place on September 28 and 29 
2019.

High-performance racing cars, modern road 
cars, historic racing cars and supercars will compete 
in a timed challenge along a 1.6 km (1 mile) strip of 
tar at the Vaal Resort. The event will offer competi-
tors a challenging high-speed run, competing in 
classes, for a variety of prizes totaling close to half 
a million rand in value. The overall winner of the 
“Master of the Mile”, the prize for the fastest overall 
time, will receive a R50 000.00 cash prize and walk 
away with the unique Master of the Mile Trophy 
making it the richest motorsport event in Africa.

Spectators will not only witness these high-
performance road and race cars in action but also 
enjoy a variety of displays and refreshments. The pit 
area will be open to the public. Classic car displays 
and motoring and motorsport related exhibitors will 
add content to the excitement of the event. Visitors 
will also benefit from the family orientated features 
and attractions the Emerald Resort has to offer.

 ■ Tickets for this new event are on sale at 
 https://tickets.computicket.com/

 ■ For more information visit the web site: 
www.emeraldspeedfest.com

The NAAMSA Automotive Conference 
2019, in association with the Innovation 
Group and AutoTrader, will take place on 
Thursday 22 August 2019, alongside the 
Festival of Motoring hosted at the Kyalami 
Grand Prix Circuit.

It will bring together policy makers, 

captains of industry, organised labour, 

thought-leaders and influences in 

academia, civil society and other role 

players from across the automotive sector.

Under the theme, REIMAGINING 

THE FUTURE TOGETHER, this year’s 

Conference is hosted at the back of 

the multi-sectoral adoption of the South 

African Automotive Masterplan – 2035.

Seats are limited for this event. For 

more information or to book your seat, visit 

www.safestivalofmotoring.com.

Triumph motorcycles through the ages will 
again feature prominently at the 2019 1000 
Bike Show in Germiston. The 1934 model in the 
foreground is a competitor in the annual Durban-
Johannesburg Run for classic motorcycles.

NAAMSA Automotive 
Conference 

bookings now open
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